CURIOCYT
International Student Conference and KOSMOS Workshop
June 2 - June 4 2015

Feel free to join us • No conference fee • No registration
Auditorium Grimm-Zentrum • Geschwister Scholl Str. 3

Contact
petra.anders@hu-berlin.de
ada.bieber@hu-berlin.de
Institut für deutsche Literatur,
Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin

full program on the backside and here
June 2
Studying abroad: Berlin & New York City

10.00 am
Welcome

10.15 am
Panel Discussion: Why studying abroad? International Cooperation and Short Exchange Programs

Student papers

11.15 am
When The Girls Still Wore Headscarves: Integration and Belonging In An After School Center In Berlin
Bruce Burnside
Teachers College, Columbia University

12.15 pm
Concrete Abstractions: Transforming Urban Postscape In Elementary School Classes
Martin Kroetz
Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin

1.15 pm
How Mapmaking Informs Placemaking Practices In Detroit Organizations
Laura Scherling
Teachers College, Columbia University

June 3
KOSMOS Workshop Urban Landscapes in Literature, Media, and Culture

10.15 am
Youth Cultures of New York in the 1970s
Prof. Dr. Roni Natov
Brooklyn College, City University of New York

Student papers

11.15 am
Youth, Power, and Self-Expression: A Discussion of the Portrayal of Youth in Graphic Novels
Sarah Allam and Elizabeth Coluccio
Brooklyn College, Columbia University

12.15 pm
Journey To Oneself: Mapping As Exploration Of Spaces And Biographies In Reif Larson “The Selected Works Of T.S. Spivet” and Brian Selznick’s “Wonderstruck”
Anna Grimm and Jule Ratajczak
Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin

June 4
KOSMOS Workshop Urban Landscapes in Literature, Media, and Culture

Student papers

10.15 am
A Tale of Two Urban Neighbors: Social Division and Education in City College of New York and Columbia University
Nicolett Barolini
Teachers College, Columbia University

11.15 am
Narrative Autobiography In The Video Diaries Of Ecuadorian Immigrant Middle Schoolers
Regina Casale
Teachers College, Columbia University

12.15 pm
Urban Youth Culture and Reality TV
Nicole Blandford
Teachers College, Columbia University

1.15 pm
Discussion: Becoming and being a teacher in the US and in Germany

2.15 pm
Workshop activity